
Which Version of Building 
Blocks Snap Together Best?

Name-brand LEGO vs. Chinese knock-off



My Question
► I have two different types of building blocks: LEGO and Chinese 

knock-offs.  Putting the LEGO sets together is easier than putting 
together the Chinese knock-off sets. 

► I wanted to find a way to test which type of building block snaps 
together easiest.



My Hypothesis

► I predicted that the name-brand LEGO’s would snap together easier 
than the Chinese knock-offs. 

Name-brand LEGO’s Chinese knock-off



How I Set Up My Test

► There was a mechanism that aligned two building blocks but they were not 
snapped together. String was attached to the top building block, and pulled 
down, trying to put the two building blocks together. The force used was 
measured by a digital scale. 



My Materials

► Building blocks investigated: 

► Name-brand LEGO’s

► Chinese knock-off

► Other tools used:

► Wood

► Clamps

► String/wire

► Digital scale

► Flashlight

Wood and string/wire Chinese knock-offName-brand LEGO’s

Clamps Digital scale

Flashlight



My Observations
► The table below shows the recording of the force it took to snap together two 

building blocks (LEGO and Chinese).

► I tested each building block type 3 times.

► The values in the table are the scale reading for how much force it took with an 
average of each building block type at the bottom.

Test Number LEGO Chinese

1 7.51 3.40

2 5.64 4.94

3 5.78 5.03

Average 6.31 4.46



My Conclusions

► The data collected shows that snapping together the Chinese knock-off blocks 
takes less force than snapping together the LEGOs.

► This would mean my hypothesis was wrong. However, I observed that the 
Chinese knock-off blocks never snapped together completely. There was a 
little gap between the two building blocks each time.

► I would need to conduct a new test that ensures the bricks are snapped 
together completely and then re-measure the force it takes to snap them 
together.


